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Abstract
Teamwork is a set of interrelated reasoning, actions and be-
haviors of team members that facilitate common objectives.
Teamwork theory and experiments have resulted in a set of
states and processes for team effectiveness in both human-
human and agent-agent teams. However, human-agent team-
ing is less well studied because it is so new and involves
asymmetry in policy and intent not present in human teams.
To optimize team performance in human-agent teaming, it
is critical that agents infer human intent and adapt their po-
lices for smooth coordination. Most literature in human-agent
teaming builds agents referencing a learned human model.
Though these agents are guaranteed to perform well with the
learned model, they lay heavy assumptions on human policy
such as optimality and consistency, which is unlikely in many
real-world scenarios. In this paper, we propose a novel adap-
tive agent architecture in human-model-free setting on a two-
player cooperative game, namely Team Space Fortress (TSF).
Previous human-human team research have shown comple-
mentary policies in TSF game and diversity in human play-
ers’ skill, which encourages us to relax the assumptions on
human policy. Therefore, we discard learning human models
from human data, and instead use an adaptation strategy on
a pre-trained library of exemplar policies composed of RL
algorithms or rule-based methods with minimal assumptions
of human behavior. The adaptation strategy relies on a novel
similarity metric to infer human policy and then selects the
most complementary policy in our library to maximize the
team performance. The adaptive agent architecture can be de-
ployed in real-time and generalize to any off-the-shelf static
agents. We conducted human-agent experiments to evaluate
the proposed adaptive agent framework, and demonstrated
the suboptimality, diversity, and adaptability of human poli-
cies in human-agent teams.
1 Introduction
Multi-agent systems have recently seen tremendous progress
in teams of purely artificial agents, especially in computer
games (Vinyals et al. 2019; Guss et al. 2019; OpenAI
et al. 2019). However, many real-world scenarios like au-
tonomous driving (Sadigh et al. 2018; Fisac et al. 2019), as-
sisted robots (Agrawal and Williams 2017; Li et al. 2019),
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and Unmanned Aerial System (McNeese et al. 2018; Demir,
McNeese, and Cooke 2017) do not guarantee teams of ho-
mogeneous robots with shared information - more often, it
involves interaction with different kinds of humans who may
have varying and unknown intents and beliefs. Understand-
ing these intents and beliefs is crucial for robots to inter-
act with humans effectively in this scenario. Human-agent
teaming (HAT) (Scholtz 2003; Chen and Barnes 2014), an
emerging form of human-agent systems, requires teamwork
to be a set of interrelated reasoning, actions and behaviors of
team members that combine to fulfill team objectives (Mor-
gan Jr et al. 1986; Salas, Sims, and Burke 2005; Salas,
Cooke, and Rosen 2008). In this paper, we focus on the
setting of two-player human-agent teaming in a computer
game, where the agent should cooperate with the human in
real-time to achieve a common goal on one task. The human
playing that role may be any person with any policy at any
time, and potentially not be an expert in the task at hand.
One of the fundamental challenges for an artificial agent
to work with a human, instead of simply another artifi-
cial agent, is that humans may have complex or unpre-
dictable behavioral patterns and intent (Chen and Barnes
2012; Green and Bavelier 2006). In particular, they may mis-
use or disuse the multi-agent system based on their percep-
tion, attitude and trust towards the system (Parasuraman and
Riley 1997). This difference becomes very critical in sce-
narios where an agent interacts with a diverse population of
human players, each of which might have different intents,
beliefs, and skills (ranging from novices to experts) (Kurin
et al. 2017). To succeed, cooperative agents must be able to
infer human intent or policy to inform their action accord-
ingly.
Capabilities of adapting to humans are essential for a
human-agent team to safely deploy and collaborate in a
real-time environment (Bradshaw, Feltovich, and Johnson
2011). Real-time adaptation is critical in practical deploy-
ments where robots are not operating unilaterally in a con-
trolled environment, such as urban driving environments for
autonomous vehicles (Fisac et al. 2019). The ability to re-
spond to real-time observations improves an agent’s ability
to perform in the face of various kinds of team structures
or situations. Accomplishing real-time agent adaptation re-
quires that agents are able to capture the semantics of the
observed human behavior, which is likely volatile and noisy,
and then infer a best response accordingly. The challenge
of capturing human behavior is further increased since the
agent only observes a small snapshot of recent human ac-
tions, among players with varying play styles or skill levels.
Finally, we note that humans may adjust their behavior in
response to a changing agent policy, which can make stable
adaptation difficult to achieve (Haynes and Sen 1996; Fisac
et al. 2019; Sadigh et al. 2016). Real-time environments like
computer games also require agents to perform both suffi-
ciently fast estimation of the teammate’s policy, as well as
planning, while ensuring flexibility for unexpected strategic
game states (Vinyals et al. 2017).
Past research on real-time adaptation in HAT can be di-
vided into two forms of adaptive agent training. In the first
human-model-free form: the agent does not build a model
of human policy, but instead infers human types from the
match between current observations and an exemplar and
then take corresponding best actions. This setting is adopted
by our approach and can be found in the psychology litera-
ture (Kozlowski and Chao 2018; Kozlowski et al. 2015; Ko-
zlowski and Klein 2000). The second form widely adopted
in robotics research human-model-based: first trains a model
of the human to learn humans’ policies or intent, then in-
tegrates the human model into the environment, and fi-
nally trains the agent upon the integrated environment. This
setting requires much more computational resources than
human-model-free form to learn the human model and de-
ploy the agent in real-time, and inevitably imposes heavy
assumptions on human policies (Zakershahrak et al. 2018;
Sadigh et al. 2018; Fisac et al. 2019) like: optimal in some
unknown reward function, single-type or consistent among
different humans, and time-invariant for one human, etc.
However these assumptions deviate from real-world human
policies, especially coming from a diverse population in dif-
ferent skill levels and intent on a relatively hard task. On
the contrary, human-model-free setting imposes minimal as-
sumptions on human policies and can be deployed in real-
time teaming efficiently.
In this paper, we propose a human-model-free adaptive
agent architecture based on a pre-trained static agent library.
The adaptive agent aims to perform well in a nontrivial real-
time strategic game, Team Space Fortress (TSF) (Agarwal,
Hope, and Sycara 2018). TSF is a two-player cooperative
computer game where the players control spaceships to de-
stroy the fortress. TSF presents a promising arena to test
intelligent agents in teams since it involves heterogeneous
team members (bait and shooter) with adversary (fortress),
and it has sparse rewards which makes model training even
more difficult. TSF is a nontrivial testbed to solve as it re-
quires some real-time cooperation strategy for the two play-
ers without communication and control skills for human
players. Before constructing exemplar policies, we first eval-
uate the nature of this testbed through previous research in
human-human teams. The results (Li et al. 2020b) show that
different human-human pairs demonstrate significantly di-
verse performance and the team performance was affected
by both individual level factors such as skill levels and team
level factors such as team synchronization and adaptation.
The diverse team performance and complicated team dy-
namics in human-human teams inspired us to build a real-
time adaptive agent to cooperate with any human player
in human-agent teams. The methodology of our real-time
adaptive agent is quite straightforward. First, we design a di-
verse policy library of rule-based and reinforcement learning
(RL) agents that can perform reasonably well in TSF when
paired with each other, i.e. agent-agent teams. We record the
self-play performance of each pair in advance. Second, we
propose a novel similarity metric between any human pol-
icy and each policy in the library from observed human be-
havior, namely cross-entropy method (CEM) adapted from
behavior cloning (Bain 1995). The adaptive agent uses the
similarity metric to find the most similar policy in the ex-
emplar policies library to the the current human trajectory.
After this, the adaptive agent switches its policy to the best
complementary policy to the predicted human policy in real-
time. Using this adaptive strategy, it is expected to outper-
form any static policy from the library. Our approach is di-
rectly built upon single-agent models, thus can generalize to
any off-the-shelf reinforcement learning/imitation learning
algorithms.
We evaluated our approach online by having human play-
ers play against both agents with exemplar static policy
and adaptive policy. These players were sourced through
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk)1 program and played
TSF through their internet browsers. Each human player
was assigned one role in TSF and played with all the se-
lected agents for several trials, but was not told which agents
they were playing with and was rotated through random se-
quences of the agents to ensure agent anonymity and reduce
learning effect.
Based on the collected game data from these human-agent
teams, we are interested in the three key questions: (1)How
are human players’ policies compared to agent policies in
our library? (2) Is our adaptive agent architecture capable of
identifying human policy and predicting team performance
for human-agent teams? (3) Do our adaptive agents perform
better than static policy agents in human-agent teams? We
answer these questions in the experimental section.
2 Related Work
In the multi-agent system domain, researchers have been fo-
cusing on how autonomous agents model other agents in
order to better cooperate with each other in teams, which
is termed as human-model-based methods when applied to
human-agent system in the introduction of this paper. Rep-
resentative work includes ad-hoc teamwork that the agent is
able to use prior knowledge about other teammates to co-
operate with new unknown teammates (Barrett and Stone
2015; Albrecht and Stone 2018).
This is a reasonable number of work in human-robot in-
teraction that attempts to infer human intent from observed
behaviors using inverse planing or inverse reinforcement
learning (Bajcsy et al. 2018; Sadigh et al. 2017, 2018;
Reddy, Dragan, and Levine 2018; Fisac et al. 2019). How-
ever, these work impose ideal assumptions on human pol-
icy, e.g. optimal under some unknown reward, consistent
1https://www.mturk.com/
through time, and with unique type among humans, which
does not hold in many complicated real-world applications,
where the human-agent systems are required to generalize
to various kinds of team scenarios.
In human-agent teaming, past research (Fan et al. 2009;
Harbers, Jonker, and Van Riemsdijk 2012; van Zoelen et al.
2020; Levine and Williams 2018; Chen et al. 2018) has es-
tablished a variety of protocols within small teams. How-
ever, these approaches often rely on some degree of explicit
communication on humans’ observation or intent.
The alternative setting of agent design in human-agent
system is human-model-free, rarely discussed in the robotics
literature. Some psychology literature in this setting learns
to infer human intent from retrospective teammate reports,
where software analyzes historical observations of humans
to inform behavior in the present (Kozlowski and Chao
2018; Kozlowski et al. 2015; Kozlowski and Klein 2000).
These historical behaviors may fail to capture potential
changes in teammate policies a real-time environment and
limit the ability of software to best adapt to a situation.
Our approach opens the door of human-model-free setting
in human-agent system for robotics literature, significantly
different from previous human-model-based methods. We
make least assumptions on human, and use proposed archi-
tecture to realize adaptation, which involves similarity met-
ric to infer human policy. The least assumptions and straight-
forward architecture enable our approach to deploy in a real-
time human-agent environment with various kinds of human
players.
3 Team Space Fortress
We have adapted Space Fortress (Mané and Donchin 1989),
a game which has been used extensively for psychological
research, for teams. Team Space Fortress (TSF) is a co-
operative computer game where two players control their
spaceships to destroy a fortress in a low friction 2D environ-
ment. The player can be either human or (artificial) agent,
thus there are three possible combinations in teams: human-
human, human-agent, and agent-agent.
A sample screen from the game is shown in Fig. 1. At the
center of the stage lies a rotating fortress. The fortress and
two spaceships can all fire missiles towards each other at a
range. The first spaceship entering the hexagon area will be
locked and shot by the fortress. However, the fortress be-
comes vulnerable when it is firing. Players die immediately
whenever they hit any obstacles (e.g. boundaries, missiles,
the fortress). The game resets every time either fortress or
both players are killed. Once the fortress has been killed,
both players must leave the activation region (outer pink
boundaries) before the fortress respawns.
The team performance is measured by the number of
fortresses that players kill. The action space is 3-dimensional
discrete space, including TURN (turn left, right, or no turn),
THRUST (accelerate the speed or not), and FIRE (emit one
missile or not). The frame per second (FPS) is 30, thus in a
1-minute game, there are around 1800 frames.
In order to test a common instance of teamwork, players
were instructed in a common strategy and assigned roles of
either bait or shooter. The bait tries to attract the fortress’s
attention by entering the inner hexagon where it is vulnera-
ble to the fortress. When the fortress attempts to shoot at the
bait, its shield lifts making it vulnerable. The other player in
the role of shooter can now shoot at the fortress and destroy
it.
There are some difference in observations and actions be-
tween human players and agent players. Human players ob-
serve the game screen (RGB image) at each frame, then hit
or release the keys on keyboard to take actions. Agent play-
ers instead observe an array composed of the states (posi-
tion, velocity, angle) of all the entities including the fortress
and two players, and communicate their actions directly
through the game engine.
Figure 1: Sample TSF game screen (line drawing version, original
screen is in black background). Spaceships are labeled as shooter
and bait. Entity at center is the rotating fortress with the boarder
around it as the shield. Activation region is the hexagon area around
players’ spaceships. Black arrow is a projectile emitted from the
shooter towards the fortress. All the entities are within the rectangle
map borders.
4 Adaptive Agent Architecture
In this section, we formulate our method for an adaptive
agent architecture. First we introduce the exemplar policies
library pre-trained by reinforcement learning or designed by
rules for TSF. This library will be used as a standard baseline
to identify human policies. Next, we introduce the similarity
metric adopted in the architecture (i.e. cross-entropy metric)
that measures the distance between human trajectory and ex-
emplar policies in the library. Finally, we define the adaptive
agent architecture given the estimated human policy accord-
ing to the similarity metric.
4.1 Exemplar Policies Library
The exemplar policies library L = LB ∪ LS consists of two
sets of policies in bait (B) and shooter (S) roles, LB and
LS respectively. Both bait policies and shooter policies are
trained using a combination of RL and rule based behavior.
These exemplar policies can be divided into several main
types: baits can be divided into three types (B1-B3, B4-B7,
B8-B9) and shooters can be divided into two types (S1-S3,
S4-S7). Below are the technical details of each type.
Figure 2: The flowchart of the proposed adaptive agent architec-
ture. The adaptation module (in dotted boarder) takes the input of
the trajectory at current timestamp, and then assigns the adaptive
agent with new policy at next timestamp. The adaption procedure
can be deployed in real-time (online).
Bait policy library LB To make these different bait poli-
cies diverse, we train them using different reward functions,
inspired from human-human experiments where there were
multiple ways to achieve good performance. The reward
functions attempt to encode the desirable behavior of a bait
agent. The bait agent is then trained using an RL algorithm
to achieve an optimal behavior with respect to the given re-
ward function. The bait library LB are composed of 9 bait
policies. The goal for bait is to keep alive inside the acti-
vation region to make the fortress vulnerable from behind
so that the shooter can grasp the opportunity to destroy the
fortress from behind. In general, the bait has two conflicting
objectives which it tries to balance. If the bait is inside the
activation more time, it is more vulnerable and prone to get-
ting killed by the fortress. However, bait’s presence inside
the activation region gives an opportunity for the shooter to
attack the fortress from behind. Different bait agents try to
balance these two conflicting objectives in different ways.
B1-B3 type policies are trained by A2C algorithm (Konda
and Tsitsiklis 2000) to learn TURN action and use rules on
THRUST action. The reward function of TURN learning is
binary, encouraging the baits to stay inside the activation re-
gion. For the observation space of the bait policy, we convert
the original Cartesian coordinate system to a new one, where
the new origin is still at the fortress while the new positive Y-
axis goes through the bait, which is shown to ease the train-
ing in RL for TSF. Then, we use the converted coordinates
of bait position and two nearest missile positions to train
the agent. The intuition is that bait is sensitive to the near-
est shells to keep itself alive. The rule in THRUST action
limits the maximum speed of the bait agents. By tuning the
threshold in speed, we have policy B1-B3. B4-B7 policies
are trained by RL in both TURN and THRUST actions. They
share same reward function as B1-B3 using the same trans-
formation in coordinate system. By using different RL algo-
rithms from A2C (Konda and Tsitsiklis 2000), PPO (Schul-
man et al. 2017), to TRPO (Schulman et al. 2015), and dif-
ferent observation space (whether to perceive the shooter’s
position and velocity), we have policies B4-B7.
B8-B9 belong to the another set of policy using a differ-
ent reward structure, learning TURN and THRUST by PPO
algorithm (Schulman et al. 2017). B8 and B9 are designed
by aggressive and defensive objectives, respectively. The re-
ward structure used to train these 2 agents is composed of
three parts: (1) “border reward” to encourage the agents to
keep far away from the fortress, (2) “bearing reward” to en-
courage the agents to align itself directly towards the fortress
when inside the activation region, (3) “death penalty” to dis-
courage the agents from being killed by the fortress or hit-
ting the border. Border reward encourages risk-averse be-
havior, while bearing reward risk-seeking behavior, and by
controlling the coefficients among these three parts, we have
agents B8-B9.
Shooter policy library LS The shooter policy library LS
are composed of 7 shooter policies, with 4 of them mirror
shooters that are purely rule-based, and 3 of them RL shoot-
ers that learn the TURN action by RL.
The mirror shooters are based on the prior knowledge of
TSF game that a good shooter should have an opposite posi-
tion against the Bait, which was observed in many successful
human-human teams. Thus the mirror shooter tries to keep at
opposite position to the current position of the bait (termed
as target position) until it finds itself having a good chance
to fire to destroy the fortress. By controlling the threshold of
distance to the target position, we have agents S4-7.
The RL shooters’ reward function takes the same team
strategy of opposite positions, trained by DDQN (Van Has-
selt, Guez, and Silver 2015) on TURN action. Specifically,
the reward is designed to encourage the shooter to keep close
to the outside the activation region when bait does not enter
the region, and keep at the rear of the fortress when bait en-
ters the region. S1-3 are different in max speed.
Self-play performance We evaluate the performance of
each shooter-bait pairs in the exemplar policy library by self-
play in TSF environment, and record the results in self-play
performance table P in advance. The table P has rows with
the number of bait policies inLB and columns with the num-
ber of shooter policies in LS , with each entry the average
performance of the bait-shooter pair. When applied to our
policy library, table P is showed in Table 1.
On average, teams that consist of two static agents show
significantly better performance (6.03) than human-human
teams (2.60) reported in previous research (Li et al. 2020b).
This indicates that most of our agent pairs, including both
RL-based and rule-based agents, have a super-human per-
formance in TSF which benefits from the design of reward
function and rules.
Similar to human-human teams, agent-agent teams also
show complementary policy pairs that work extremely well
with each other. An example would be S4-S7 (mirror shoot-
ers) who yield a dominant performance when pairing with
most of the baits except for B8 and B9. While for specific
bait policies such as B8 and B9, the best teammate would
be S2 or S3 (RL shooters) in stead of the more “optimal”
S4-S7. We could tell from the self-play table that the space
of reasonable policies in TSF game is indeed diverse, and
there are more than one path towards good team dynamics
and team performance. This confirms again the necessity of
introducing real-time adaptive agents in human-agent teams.
Thus we build the adaptive agent framework based upon this
self-play table in the next subsections.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7
B1 5.1 5.7 5.0 5.1 4.9 4.5 3.9
B2 6.5 7.0 6.0 7.6 7.6 7.5 6.8
B3 5.9 6.7 5.8 8.0 8.1 8.2 7.9
B4 6.4 7.1 5.9 7.5 7.6 7.3 7.3
B5 6.3 7.1 6.2 6.8 6.8 6.4 6.2
B6 6.2 7.1 6.1 7.8 7.8 7.4 7.0
B7 6.2 7.0 6.2 7.8 7.8 8.0 7.8
B8 4.3 5.3 5.4 3.1 2.8 3.0 3.0
B9 4.9 5.7 5.5 2.3 2.1 2.1 1.8
Table 1: Self-play agent performance table P . Each row is for one
bait agent named Bi in LB (i=1 to 9), and each column is for one
shooter agent named Sj in LS (j=1 to 7). Each entry is computed
by per-minute team performance (number of fortress kills) of the
corresponding pair. We segment the tables to group same type of
agents, and mark the “optimal” bait and shooter agents in bold.
4.2 Similarity Metric
Now we introduce the cross-entropy metric (CEM) as the
similarity metric used in this architecture. Cross-entropy,
well-known in information theory, can measure the (nega-
tive) distance between two policies π1, π2:
CEM(π1, π2) := Es,a∼π1 [log π2(a|s)] (1)
where π1(·|s), π2(·|s) are action distributions given state
s. This is actually the training objective of behav-
ior cloning (Bain 1995) to expert policy π1, i.e.,
maxπ2 CEM(π1, π2), which is to maximize the log-
likelihood of expert actions in agent policy π2 given
a collection of expert state-actions. Thus the larger the
CEM(π1, π2), the more similar π1 is to π2.
If we know the policy π2, and are able to obtain state-
action samples from π1, then we can estimate cross-entropy
CEM(π1, π2) by Monte Carlo sampling. That is to say, un-
der the assumption above, policy π1 can be unknown to us.
In human-agent teaming, human policy πH cannot be ob-
served but the state-action pairs generated by the human pol-
icy can be easily obtained, and agent policy πA is designed
by us, as programmers, thus known to us.
Therefore, we can leverage CEM as the similarity metric:
given a sliding window of frames that record the observed
behavior of the human policy πH , we can estimate the cross-
entropy between a human policy πH and any known agent





log πA(at|st), where (st, at)Tt=1 ∼ πH (2)
where (st, at)Tt=1 are the sequential state-action pairs from
human policy, T is the window size, which is a hyperparam-
eter to be tuned.
4.3 Adaptive Agent Architecture
The prerequisite for the architecture is the exemplar policies
library L introduced in the Sec. 4.1 and the self-play table
P of the library to translate human-agent performance in the
adaptation process.
Figure 2 shows the overall flowchart of our adaptive agent
framework. When the game starts and a new human playerA
starts to play as one pre-specified role R1 ∈ {B,S} in TSF,
the adaptive agent framework will first randomly assign a
policyB from the library LR2 in teammate roleR2 such that
{R1, R2} = {B,S}, and keep track of the joint trajectories
(state-action sequences) and record them into memory.
The adaptation process is as follows. As we maintain the
latest human trajectories of a pre-specified window size, and
we first use the data to compute the similarity by cross-
entropy metric between the human trajectory and any of ex-
emplar policies in the library LR1 with same role. Then we
figure out the most similar policyC ∈ LR1 to the human tra-
jectory, and look up the performance table P to find the opti-
mal complementary policyD ∈ LR2 to the predicted human
policy type C. Finally, we assign the agentD as the comple-
mentary policy at next timestamp with the human player.
The adaptation process on the exemplar policies selection
is based on the following assumption: if the human policy
A with role R1 is similar to one exemplar policy C ∈ LR1
within some threshold, then the human policy A will have
similar team performance with teammates as C, i.e., if C
performs better with D ∈ LR2 than E ∈ LR2 , so does A.
This enables us to adapt the agent policy in real-time by the
recent data without modeling the human policy directly.
5 Human-Agent Teaming Experiments
In this section, we first introduce our experiment design for
human-agent teaming, then evaluate the human-agent per-
formance when paired with static policy agents (introduced
in Sec. 4.1) and proposed adaptive agents (introduced in
Sec. 4.3).
By analyzing the collected human-agent data, we aim to
answer the following motivated questions:
1. How are human players’ policies compared to agent poli-
cies in our library?
2. Is our adaptive agent architecture capable of identify-
ing human policies and predicting team performance for
human-agent teams?
3. Do our adaptive agents perform better than static policy
agents in human-agent teams?
5.1 Experimental Design
We recruited participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk for
our human-agent experiments. They were paid USD 2 for
participating in the 15-min online study. Participants were
randomly assigned a role of either shooter or bait and then
teamed with artificial agents in the corresponding role to
play Team Space Fortress. Each participant would need to
complete five sessions of data collection with three 1-min
game trials in each session. Participants teamed with differ-
ent agent variants between sessions in a random sequence.
The five variants were selected from our static agent library
L. When selecting these designated agents, we balanced the
performance in self-play table and the diversity by consider-
ing different training methods and reward functions. Specif-
ically, we select {B3, B6, B7, B8, B9} as tested static baits
and {S1, S2, S3, S4, S7} as tested static shooters. In the
dataset of human and static agent teams, we got 25 valid data
points from human shooters and 29 valid data from human
baits.
5.2 Results
Policy space representation To quantify the relationship
between real human policies in the experiments and agent
policies in the library, we leveraged a similarity embedding
by comparing the distance between the collected human tra-
jectories and agent policies using CEM measurement (see
Sec. 4.2). This provides us with a high-dimensional policy
space based on agent policies in our library. Specifically,
CEM was employed to generate the average log-probability
of state-action pairs in a human trajectory coming from a
certain agent policy. We could then construct a similarity
vector for each trajectory with the dimensions equal to the
number of policies in the library. The value in each dimen-
sion represents the similarity distance from human trajec-
tories to a certain agent policy. Then, we applied a princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) based on the log-probability
dataset to project the high-dimensional policy space into a
2D plane for a better visualization. The two primary compo-
nents left explain more than 99% of the variance.
Fig. 3 illustrates the human policies in static agent dataset.
We could get following qualitative insights from the illus-
tration: 1) the learnt similarity embedding separates differ-
ent human policies well, 2) reinforcement learning policies
are homogeneous (red nodes in the bottom-left corner) while
the rule-based policies are a bit off (red nodes in the upper-
left corner). 3) the distribution of human policies correlates
with their team performance in that players to the left tend to
have better team performance (colored nodes to the left are
larger in size). Those findings align with our expectations
and validate the proposed adaptive agent architecture. In the
following analysis, we will quantify them based on the CEM
measurement and the similarity embedding.
Human policy identification In the proposed adaptive
agent architecture, our model infers human policy by clas-
sifying it as the most similar policy in the library based on
CEM measurement, then assigns the agent with the corre-
sponding complementary policy in the self-play table. One
way of verifying this method is to see if human-agent teams
performed better when the predicted human policy was
closer to the complementary match in the self-play table P .
Assuming each human maintains a consistent policy over
the course of interaction when paired with a specific team-
mate with static policy, we could then calculate, for each
human-agent pair, the similarity between human policy and
Figure 3: Policy representations of each human baits (left) and
shooters (right) in the static agent dataset (after PCA dimension
reduction). Each colored node in the figures represents the average
policy of a human player, while the size of which indicates his aver-
age team performance. Red nodes are reference points of baseline
agent polices.
the optimal agent policy for the agent that the human was
playing with.
This “similarity to optimal” quantifies the degree to which
a human player is similar to the optimal policy given an
agent teammate in our architecture. Correlation analysis
shows that “similarity to optimal” is positively correlated
with team performance in both bait (r = 0.636, p = .0002)
and shooter (r = 0.834, p < .0001) groups. This result indi-
cates that the complementary policy pairs we found in agent-
agent self-play can be extended to human-agent teams, and
our proposed architecture is able to accurately identify hu-
man policy types and predict team performance.
Furthermore, our model could also infer human policies
in real-time. This is to say, even within the same team, hu-
mans might also take different sub-policies as their mental
model of the team state evolves over time (Salas, Cooke, and
Rosen 2008). We could take the log-probabilities generated
by CEM as time series data to capture the online adapta-
tion process of humans over the course of interaction at each
timestamp.
An example visualization is shown in Fig. 4 where curves
represent the log-probabilities of each agent policy over the
course of interaction. We can tell from the graph that in the
segments of a specific trial, the human trajectories were in-
ferred to reflect different policies, although the average log-
probability would still be in favor of B8. Those findings mo-
tivate us to test an online adaptive agent using a sliding time
window to capture the human policy shifts in real-time.
5.3 Pilot experiment with adaptive agents
In previous experiment and analysis, we validated our pro-
posed architecture on the static agent dataset. Finally, we
conducted a pilot experiment to measure the performance of
adaptive agents in HATs by pairing them with human play-
ers.
In the adaptive agent experiment, adaptive agent uses the
CEM similarity metric (Sec. 4.2) to identify the policy most
similar to the human behavior over a fixed number of re-
cent preceding game frames. The frames were tracked us-
Figure 4: The log-probability curves of one human policy gener-
ated by CEM. Data is from one specific 1-min trial of a human bait
paired with agent S2. We segment the trial into several episodes,
each of which starts with the bait entering the activation region and
ends with the team killing the fortress. The curves with same color
represent the same agent policy for inference.
ing a sliding window, the size of which was adjusted dur-
ing the hyperparameter tuning phase of experimentation. To
perform the adaptation procedure, in each frame, after iden-
tifying the most similar agent to the human teammate, the
agent referenced the self-play table to select the policy that
would best complement the teammate’s estimated policy.
In this round of experiment, the five variants including
three values of the window size hyperparameter (T in Eq. 2)
for the adaptive agent (150, 400, 800 frames) and two best-
performed static agent policy (representing the extreme con-
dition of 0 window size where the adaptive agent becomes
static). Besides that, all experimental settings are the same
as in static agent experiment. We got in total, 22 valid data
points from human shooters and 25 valid data from human
baits.
Fig. 5 shows the average team performance of HATs when
human players were paired with either static or adaptive
agents. We could see from the figure that adaptive agents
(marked in orange) have slightly better performance than
static agents (marked in yellow), although not statistically
significant. In addition, adaptive agents with longer time
window (e.g. 800 frames) tend to have better performance
in HATs since they accumulate more evidence for human
policy inference. However, a larger sample size and and bet-
ter hyper-parameter tuning might be necessary for future re-
search to confirm the advantage of adaptive agents in HATs.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a novel adaptive agent frame-
work in human agent teaming (HAT) based on the cross-
entropy similarity measure and a pre-trained static policy li-
brary. The framework was inspired by human teamwork re-
search, which illustrates important characteristics of team-
work such as the existence of complementary policies, in-
fluence of adaptive actions on team performance, and the
dynamic human policies in cooperation (Li et al. 2020a,b).
Those findings motivate us to introduce an online adaptive
Figure 5: Human-agent team performance when humans paired
with adaptive or static agent policies. Error bars represent one stan-
dard error away from the mean.
agents into HATs in order to maximize the team perfor-
mance even when given unknown human teammates. The
proposed framework adopts a human-model-free method to
reduce the computational cost in real-time deployment and
make the pipeline more generalizable to diverse task settings
and human constraints.
The specific task scenario studied in this paper, i.e. Team
Space Fortress, is a nontrivial cooperative game which re-
quires sequential decision-making and real-time cooperation
with heterogeneous teammates. We evaluated the validity
of proposed adaptive agent framework by running human-
agent experiments. Results show that our adaptive agent ar-
chitecture is able to identify human policies and predict team
performance accurately. We constructed a high-dimensional
policy space based on exemplar policies in a pre-trained li-
brary and leveraged it as a standard and reliable way to cat-
egorize and pair human policies. The distance between hu-
man policy and the optimal complementary for his/her team-
mate is shown to be positively correlated with team perfor-
mance, which confirms the validity of our proposed frame-
work. In additional, we found that human players showed
diverse policies in HAT (1) when paired with different team-
mates (2) over the course of interaction within the same
team. These findings point out that we cannot simply impose
strong assumptions on humans, e.g. optimality, consistency,
and unimodality, prevalent in human-model-based settings.
Thus, we employed an online inference mechanism to iden-
tify the human policy shifting during the course of interac-
tion and adapt the agent policy in real time.
As for future directions, we would like to enrich the static
agent library by introducing novel policies such as imita-
tion learning agents that learn from human demonstrations.
A larger coverage in the policy space of exemplar policies
library could lead to a more accurate estimation of human
policy and a better selection of complementary policy.
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